of At contains SK and absorbs part of NK, (ii) the multiplication in the subalgebra SK is unchanged, (iii) the two-sided regular action of SK on NK is unchanged.
In what follows we work in the context of the Wedderburn Principal Theorem; that is, all algebras have a semidirect sum decomposition (radical) ® (semisimple); this is always the case in characteristic zero. Also, V will denote the underlying espace of A; we write A = alg(V,n) and similarly for other algebras. For any ic-space U we denote the scalar extension U (g>te A" by UK. It will often be convenient to suppose U is imbedded in UK. All other definitions and notations are in [3] . The above description can now be made precise. Theorem 1. Let A = N ® S and -n, nt be as above. Then (a) there exists a K-space decomposition NK = MK ® T, where M (resp. T) is a k-(resp. K-) subspace of N (resp. NK), and (b) there exists a generic deformation ptix, y) = xy + tGy(x, v)+ • • • of A equivalent to irt such that (c) M=alg (M, tr) is a nilpotent ideal of A, (d) Mf = alg (MK, pt) is the radical of the K-algebra At = alg iVK, pt), (e) pt(x, y) = xy for all x,yeSK, (f) pt(x, z) = xz and pt(z, x) = zxfor x e SK, z e NK, (g) T is an SK-bimodule in both AK and At, (h) Wt = alg (T ® SK, pt) is a semisimple Wedderburn factor of At, so that At = Mt® Wt.
Proof. This is lengthy but elementary; we omit many details. It is important to construct intermediate equivalences in the proper order, (i) First we deal with the radicals, proving (c), (d) and part of (a). Let £ls..., £r be a ÄT-basis for rad (77,), a subspace of VK. Without loss £¡ = z¿ + (powers of t with coefficients in V) and the Zj are ^-independent. Using the definition of [7, p. 140] , one shows that the z( are in the radical N of A. Define M to be the /c-space with basis zl5..., zr. M is an ideal for the multiplication -n because rad (ttJ is for nt; this gives (c) above. Now extend zlt..., zr to a Ar-basis of V which is thereby a A'-basis of VK. Define 0((£,) = zi and extend to all of VK using the Ac-basis so that O, has the form id + t</>y + • • •. The multiplication O, ° -n-, o (Of1 x Of1) is equivalent to -nt ar>d satisfies (d) above.
(ii) Now suppose irt has the properties established in (i). We obtain (e) and (f) by applying a miniature deformation theory of algebra homomorphisms which we now sketch. Let A, B be /c-algebras, P with unit 1, and let/: A -> P be an algebra homomorphism which need not map unit to unit. Thus P is an (^,/)-bimodule. A deformation off is given by a X-algebra homomorphism/:
AK->BK of the form f =/+ tFy H-, where F¡ : A -> P is Ti-linear. We say / is trivial iff there is an inner automorphism ßt: BK-^BK given by conjugating with an element 1 +tby+ ■ ■ ■ of BK such that f = ßt °f. We say/is rigid iff all such deformations ft are trivial. Now let H*(A,f, B) denote Hochschild cohomology of A with coefficients in the (y4,/)-bimodule P. One proves, in analogy with [3, p. 65] , the Lemma (Nijenhuis). If H\A,f B) = (0), then f is rigid.
To obtain (e) and (f), form 2 = S(g)fcS0P and map /: 2 -> End (V) by (f(x ® x'))y=xyx' for all x, x' e S and y e A. Now write tt((j>, y')=y * / for all y, y' e VK. Then/: I*K -> End (K)K defined by (/(x ® x')).y = x * j * x' is a deformation of/ Since S is separable semisimple,/ must be trivial. Thus there is a A'-linear automorphism H¡ of VK of the form Ht(x) = x + /f1(x)+ •,• ■ such that the composition Ht~1 o m o (Ht x H() satisfies (e) and (f) as well as (d). We call this multiplication /X(.
(iii) Now we obtain Wu T, (a), (g) and (h). Let Wt be a Wedderburn factor containing the subalgebra SK of At = a\g(VK, ¡xt). Define the A'-subspace F as NK n Wt. By dimension, (a) holds. Also, by (f), /Mt(5K, T)=tt(Sk, T)<=Nk, and since SK and F are contained in Wt we have p,t(SK, T) c Wt. Thus p.t(SK, T) <=T and (g) follows. The definition of F yields (h), and the theorem is proved.
A corollary (not new) of (e) is : The dimension of the radical does not increase under deformation.
The following illustrates the theorem, underlining the facts that the radical decomposes over K but not, in general, over k and also that / need not be a subalgebra of AK. Let ,4 = A~ have basis x, y, z over k and multiplication xy = z, all other products of basis elements zero. Now obtain At over K by setting 7r((x, y) = xy = z, TTt(x, x) = tx, Ttt(y,y) = ty, ■nt(x,z) = Tri(z,y) = tz, other products zero. Let F denote the (rigid) algebra of two-by-two matrices over K with lower left-hand corners zero and exx, e12, e22 the usual basis. Then the map t~1x -*■ exx, t~1y-+ e22, f~sz-»eia is a Af-algebra isomorphism At^-E. In the language of the theorem, At = Mt ®T, where z is a A>basis for M and t~1x -t'2z, i_1j is a Ä-basis of orthogonal idempotents for T= Wt. And T clearly has no fc-basis. For the nilpotent deformations of A, see [3, p. 91 ].
An analogous theorem for Lie algebras has been obtained by Page and Richardson [6] , using the geometric methods of [5] . The proof of parts (e) and (f) of Theorem 1 above shows, in fact, that if S is any subalgebra of A, not necessarily semisimple, such that the group H\S ®k Sop, End (V)) is zero, then S is "stable" under deformations of A, as is the regular action of S on the bimodule A.
We shall use Theorem 1 repeatedly in §3 and §4 to examine the types of deformation introduced there. However, let us exercise it immediately (i) to construct some rigid algebras, and (ii) to prove the algebra of all upper-triangular matrices rigid.
(i) An example reveals the method of construction. Let Sy, S2 be any separable /c-algebras with units ex, e2. Let N be any (Si, S2)-bimodule. Form the associative algebra A = N@S, with S the ideal direct sum Sx ® S2, by defining N2 = Nex =e2N=(0). Then A is rigid: for let p-t(x,y) = x*y determine a straightened-out deformation of A. By Theorem 1 only products of elements z, z' e N may deform. But z * z' = (ze2) * (exz') = z(e2ex)z' = 0, whence ¡xt is trivial as desired. The idea here, of course, is that the multiplication in Nis constrained by the rigid action of S to be zero both before and after deformation. This observation may be stated as a theorem. We have A=N ® S with S = Sy ® ■ ■ ■ ® Ss the direct sum of separable (ii) Now we consider an algebra with A2>(0). Let V = V(r, k) be the algebra of all r by r matrices over k which have only zero entries below the main diagonal.
V has the usual Tc-basis eaB, with l^a^ß^r, satisfyingeaßeßy = eay while eaßeyö=0
for ß+y.
The following seems to be widely believed. We offer a constructive proof.
Proof. Let a deformation pt be straightened-out as in Theorem 1. Then products involving the eaa are unchanged, while by part (f) we conclude that eaß * eßy = Pt(eaß,eßy) = £aßyeay, with Caßyek[[t]] and constant term ¿;aßy(0)=l. To prove Pt trivial, one notes that it suffices to prove the existence of rjaß e k[[t]] with constant term -r¡aP(0)=l such that the "perturbed" basis e'aß=-qaßeaß satisfies e'aß * e'By = e'ay.
Clearly, this is possible when r= 1, 2, 3. We suppose the theorem is true in rank r-1 and proceed by induction. Thus the subalgebra P of V with basis eaß, l^a^ß^r-l, is rigid and the restriction of pt to P is trivial. Hence there exist r]aß and e'aß as required, except when ß = r; now we treat the right-hand column.
First put Jjlr=l, so that e'lr = elr. Now define 7?2r so that e'12* e'2r = e'lr, where e'2r = 7)2re2r. This is always possible. (Note that only e'12 multiplies e2r on the left, except for the left identity e'22 = e22.)
Now, in the third row, define r¡3r so that e23 * e'3r = e'2r defined previously. Then we note that e'13 * e'3r = e'12 * (e'23 * e'3r) = e'lr, the desired product. Continue down the column, always defining r¡pr so that e'qp * e'pr = e'qr where q=p -l. The theorem follows.
The elementary reduction of §4, (ii) immediately yields the rigidity of the "block upper-triangular" matrix algebra obtained from V by replacing each eaa by an algebra Sa of all ra by ra matrices over k and each eaß with a < ß by an Tyydimensional (Sa, 5Ä)-bimodule. 2. Semirigidity. We noted above that deformation cannot increase the dimension of the radical. Let us generalize the notion of rigidity as follows: we say that A is semirigid over k iff A admits no deformation over k which decreases the dimension of the radical. Thus, in the language of Theorem 1, A is semirigid iff for all deformations p,t the corresponding subspace F (which measures the growth in semisimplicity) is zero. Semirigid algebras are natural objects of study for the following reasons : (a) every deformation thereof is simply the deformation of a nilpotent multiplication, and (b) every associative algebra can be deformed into a semirigid algebra,-but not necessarily into a rigid algebra. (See a forthcoming paper [2].) As we are about to see, moreover, certain tests for semirigidity involve only rather coarse structural invariants of A (e.g. dimension of certain subspaces, solvability of some finite linear relations) which often can be readily checked for a given multiplication table.
Finally, one may phrase the problem of finding all rigid algebras as follows: select from among the semirigid algebras those algebras A = N ® S whose radicals N, constrained by the two-sided action of S (rigid by Theorem 1), admit no deformations. The basic Rigidity Theorem has its analogue here.
To facilitate the discussion, from now on A = N ® S will have unit e and the scalar field k will be perfect. Also S = Sj ® ■ ■ ■ @ Ss is an ideal direct sum of simple algebras, with each Sa by fiat a total ra by ra matrix algebra over k with unit ea; we do not treat division algebras over k. Note e = ey+ ■ ■ ■ +es. Writing NaB for eaNeB, we have N=@NaB with a, ß= 1,..., s; this is a so-called Peirce decomposition of the radical into a direct sum of subalgebras. Note NaBNyt, = (0) if ß+y. Now we observe, using Theorem 1, that a deformation with F^ (0) may combine the following two phenomena:
(I) A subalgebra of the radical NK may deform into a total matrix algebra. In particular, a radical element becomes, in the new multiplication, an idempotent.
Example: let A have basis z, e with z2 = 0, e2 = e = the two-sided identity (unit) of A. Deform via pt(z, z) = tz, other products among basis elements as before. Then the /T-algebra At is isomorphic to the ideal direct sum K @ K, and the element u = t~1z is an idempotent for p.t.
(II) Under deformation, a subspace of the radical NK (in fact, of F) may coalesce with two or more matrix subalgebras of SK to form one larger matrix algebra. In this case, no idempotents are produced from radical elements alone; all idempotents of At "involve" idempotents of SK.
Example: Let A be four-dimensional, with z12, z21 a basis for N, satisfying A2 = (0), and ex, e2 orthogonal idempotents in S. For distinct a, ß=\, 2 let eazaB =zaBeB=zaB (this is essential) with other products zero. Now obtain At via the deformation p.t(zaB, zBa) = t2ea, with other products as before. We see that the map t~1zaB -^ eaB, ea->eaa gives a ZT-isomorphism At -*■ M(2, K)=the algebra of 2 by 2 matrices over .AT with usual basis eaB.
Following this analysis we make two more definitions. Let 7rt determine a de-formation of A and suppose, further, that nt is straightened-out as in the conclusion of Theorem 1. Thus At = alg (VK, Trt) = Mt ®T® SK. We say that trt gives a deformation of Type I iff some element of T is an idempotent for nt. We say that 7T( gives a deformation of Type II iff F^(0) but (as in example (II)) no element of T is an idempotent for irt. Thus A is not semirigid iff it admits a deformation of either type. We shall study semirigidity from this point of view in the next two sections.
3. Deformations of Type I. First we present a readily applicable necessary condition for Type I deformation. The argument is clarified by writing the deformed product rrt(x, y) as x * y. It is essential to note that if rrt is straightened-out, then Naß*Ny6 = (0)forß^y. Theorem 2. If A admits a Type I deformation, then some Naa is nonzero.
Proof. Let ue NK satisfy u * u = u. We have u = J_uyó with y, 8 = 1,..., s where uyö = eyueö = ey * u * e6. Let uy6 be a nonzero term in this sum. Repeated multiplications of u by itself allow us to write uyi as a sum of terms of the form uye * H8Î * ■ • • * uai. After a finite number of such multiplications, each such term must involve a repeated subscript; that is, each term has a factor of the form uaß * • • • * uea and not all of these are zero. Thus some (Naa)K contains a nonzero element, and the theorem follows immediately.
Thus the algebra of Example (II) in the previous section could not have admitted a Type I deformation.
We have good reason to believe that the condition of Theorem 2 is not sufficient for Type I deformability, but the evidence would take us too far afield now. See Theorem 4 below provides an answer to the first question, describing the "size and shape" of the radical A^ as an S-bimodule. In Theorem 5 we see that the "pre-matrix" part of nt can essentially be given by polynomials in /; such theorems (see also [1] ) assure us that the explicit deformations we construct by trial and error, adjusting various powers of t, are, in the sense of equivalence, all. And in Theorem 6 we give sufficient conditions for Type II deformability, reducing the problem to that of finding a nilpotent deformation within the radical. For low dimensions this is often practicable. In this regard, the principle enunciated in (ii) below may be useful.
(i) As above k is perfect, A = N ® S with unit e, S=Sy © ■ ■ ■ ® S6 is a direct sum of ¿-matrix algebras, so that e = ey-\-\-es, and N=@NaB where NaB -eaNeB. We note now that NaB is (nonuniquely) the module direct sum of simple Sa, Sg-bimodules NaBi (so-called aß-blocks) of dimension rare (recall ra = rank of Sa). Now let eaeK with 9, A= 1,..., ra be the usual matrix basis for Sa. Then each a/J-block NaBi has a basis zttBil¡v with ¡i=\,..
.,ra and v=\,.. .,rB which satisfies eae*zaßuiveBpt = 8hll8vpzaBi!)l (Kronecker deltas). With such a basis for 7Y we observe that if, say, zaBhlyZByiyy = 2,j cMjzayjly, then also zaBM^zBri^ß = ¿y cMjzayjgiÀ for all 6, X, p,. That is, the product zaBhlyZByiyy determines NaßhNByi.
(ii) These considerations lead us to construct the subalgebra (different unit) A' = N' ® S' of A as follows: let S' have ¿-basis eall (now written as ea) with a=l, ...,s as usual, and let N' have ¿-basis zaBixl (now written as zaBi) with a,ß=l,...,s and one index i for each NaBi. We multiply in A' as in A. The following folk theorem will be useful.
Reduction Principle. The subalgebra A' entirely captures the structure of A.
Given the ranks rls..., rs, A can be recovered from A'. Moreover, a straightened-out deformation -rrt of A', can be defined immediately on all of A.
Thus the number j of simple factors Sa, along with the numbers of the various aß-blocks NaBi, provide a better index than does dim A to the amount of computation involved in deforming A.
(iii) Now suppose 77¡ determines a straightened-out Type II deformation of A. Thus At = alg ( VK, ■nt) = Mt®T® SK, where the subalgebra T ® SK is the Wedderburn factor Wt of At. Suppose further that Wt=Y>x ©E2 ©•••©£" is a direct sum of matrix algebras with coefficients in K; we rule out discussion of division algebras over K. Now there is no loss in supposing that the index set {1,..., s} partitions into disjoint sets <1>, <2>,..., <a> with cr<s such that the simple algebra S" contains the semisimple S<p>=@Sa, a e (p},p= 1,..., a and, moreover, that rank Sp = r<p> = the sum of those ranks ra with a e </>>. Here, of course, we are identifying the underlying ¿-space V of A with a subset of VK, via the basis of (i) above, say. We note t?<p>=the unit of Sp=the sum of those ea with a e </>>. And, further, the diagonal blocks of the matrices in Sp are filled by the elements of (S<p>)k-(iv) Now let the set </?> contain more than one element from {1,..., s}. The matrix algebra Sp thereby has off-diagonal blocks which are filled by elements of T; these latter were radical elements for the original multiplication it. Cf. zX2, z21 in Example (II) of §2. In accord with that example, it is entirely straightforward to [April show: for each ordered pair of distinct a,ße<[p~), there exists an a/J-block Naß0 such that, writing Up = ®Naß0 with distinct a, ß e </?>, the off-diagonal blocks of Sp are filled by (UP)K. Also Up is an S<p>-bimodule and the ic-algebra PP = UP ® S<p> deforms via w, into 2P. Thus Pp is a pre-matrix algebra in the language of [1] , that is, a fc-algebra with unit which deforms into the algebra of all Ä-matrices of a given rank, while maintaining the same unit.
And, finally, we form the /c-algebra U=© Up, p=l, ■ ■ -, v, this is a direct sum of nilpotent ideals. Then we note that T= UK,-in this case the A'-subspace F of Theorem 1 does have a ic-basis and, moreover, is a subalgebra in the original multiplication.
(v) Now we shall see what the two-sided action of Wt on the radical Mt implies about A. As in Theorem 1, the underlying K-svace of Mt is MK, where M is a Tc-subspace of the radical N and, in fact, an ideal of A. It follows that M-@MPQ with p,q=l,..., cr, where Mpq = e<p>Me<q-as usual. Further, each Mpq is a direct sum of /7</--blocks Mpqi. And since e<p> is the sum of those ea with a e </?>, we may say that Mpqi = @Naßi, where ij> 1 is fixed and the sum is taken over all a e </>>, /8 £<«?>• Let us define npq by the formula: K-dim Mpq=npqr<p>rw. Thus npq is the number of /^-blocks in a decomposition of Mpq. Now we do some counting. Since each Mpql is composed of all Naßi with /£ 1 and a e </>>, ß e <[q}, the number of Naßl with /;> 1 must depend only on the index pq and is, in fact, npq. These considerations, plus recollection of the blocks Naß0 in (iv) above, yield the conclusions about dim Naß stated in (c) below. We sum up our observations of the last three paragraphs in the following theorem. (vii) We continue to suppose that nt gives a Type II deformation of A, as in Theorem 4. In this paragraph we construct an equivalent deformation of a very simple form,-at least where the multiplication involves elements of Wt. The simplification is accomplished in two steps: the first treats multiplication in Wt, the second the regular action of Wt on the radical Mt.
First, since Pv is a pre-matrix algebra, we know from [1] that there is a ¿-basis for P'v (cf. the Reduction Principle of (ii) above) of the forrn zaB0 with a, ß e </?> (here zaa0=ea) wherein irt is equivalent to the multiplication Ut(zaB0, zBy0) = tmzay0;
here the m = maBy are given as the solution in positive integers of the system Here a, ß, y e </?> andp=l,..., a. It follows, therefore, that there is a K-hnear automorphism 5>( : VK-* VK of the form <J>t(x)=x+/cÄ1(x)+ ■ ■ • which is the identity on MK such that the composition <bt o 7Tj o (0¿-1 x Of1) gives a deformation of -n equivalent to w, and equals the multiplication Ut in each Pp. We agree to call this new multiplication -nt also.
Now we deal with the left regular action of Wt on Mt determined by itt. It suffices to consider the action of a matrix algebra 2P on apq-b\ock (M)pqi. By the Reduction Principle and Theorem 4, therefore, we need only consider the multiplications TTÁZaeo, Zßyd with a, ß e </?>, y e (q} and /= 1. Just as in [1] , the key observation is that such a product is a scalar (in K) multiple of a single basis element; that is, nfeaBo, zßri)= &ccyi with ¿¡=$aByoi an element of k [[t] ]. We factor |=imK where m = maBy0l and K = KaBy0i is a power series in t with nonzero constant term. Moreover, it is straightforward that the zByi may be chosen so that maByOi=0 iff KaBy0i has constant term 1 iff zaBOzBy. = zayi in A'. Now let us write Ylt(zaB0, zBy,) = tmzayi with m=maBy0i as before; it is easy to check that this too defines a left action of the matrix algebra 2P on (Mt)pql. Note that we have for a, ß e </>>, y e (q}, Here maBy00 = maBy of equation (4.1). Similarly, we define a right action of 2, on The left and the right actions defined by n( commute, so that Mt is a two-sided lfrmodule via II,, whence the equations (4.4) maBy0i + mayôi0 = maB00i + mByoio.
Now since Wt is semisimple, it follows as in Theorem 1 (cf. part (ii) of the proof) that the two-sided actions given by n¡ and irt are each rigid. We show that they are equivalent in a technical sense akin to that of [3, p. 65] . The same method as in .., ra, p-1,..., rß, and a deformation Ut equivalent to nt which has the simple form nt(zaíM/i, zByjßV) = tmzayhAv whenever one of i,j is zero. Here h = max (i,j) and m=maByij is given by the solution of the equations in (a).
Thus the deformation of those multiplications involving the subalgebra U © S ofA may always be expressed in terms of polynomials, rather than power series, in t. Also, if the radical is small in the sense that all npq ^ 1 (cf. Theorem 4), then we claim that the factorization trick may be used in M, so that Type II deformability implies deformability in terms of polynomials in t; there is a U't=ir+tFy-r-■ • • + tnFn for some «.
(vii) We have now amassed enough information about Type II deformability to state a sufficiency theorem. This will reduce the problem of deforming A to that of constructing a deformation of a nilpotent ideal M, subject to certain constraints. To see this, we make a further observation about n( above. Denote by pt the restriction of If, to the ideal M of Theorem 4. Also, write n,(x, y)=x * v for brevity. Now let u e U © S and z', z" e M. Then the associativity of the products u * z' * z", z' * u* z", z' * z" *u imposes constraints on pt, considered as a deformation of M. These constraints could be written as explicit formulae involving factors tm and the structure constants for pt, but we refrain from doing this. We shall say in this case that pt associates with II( (with IL here considered as a deformation of the action of U © S on M).
The following definition isolates the structural properties of Theorem 4 and will simplify the statement of the theorem. Let A = N©S and NaB be as above. A partition <1>, <2>,..., <<r> of the index set {1,..., j} with a<j, is said to determine a Type II structure on N iff each NaB decomposes into a/?-blocks Naßi, with i"=0, 1,2,... when a, ß are distinct elements of some set </?> and i = l, 2,... otherwise, such that (1) NaB0NByi<=Nayi and NyBiNBa0<=Nyai for all distinct a, ß e </»> and all y, and (2) the dimension of NaB satisfies (c) of Theorem 4. Given a Type II structure on N, there is a ic-basis zaa0 ( = ea) for S', zaBi for N' with / as above for which the equations (4.1),..., (4.4) have an interpretation (that is, maßy = ® if zaßozßyo¥=0, otherwise maBy is a positive integer to be determined). This theorem can be used to answer the question : " which ¿-algebras A deform into the semisimple algebra Sx © • • • © Sff, where each Sp is a total Ä^-matrix algebra?" In this case the general problem of constructing a deformation (which involves solving for an infinite number of 2-cochains Fx, F2,... in sequence) reduces to finding integer solutions for a single finite overdetermined system of linear equations.
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